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This report summarizes major fiscal and policy 
legislation considered during the first year of the current 
1991-92 session. Although most of the bills included are fiscal 
measures containing either an appropriation or a state or local 
cost, some nonfiscal bills are included because of the important 
policy implications. 
Some of the measures included have an asterisk (*) 
preceding the bill number. This denotes a bill adopted as part 
of the budget package enacted in July, 1991. For a complete 
report on the 1991 Budget Bill and all attendant legislation, 
please refer to the report entitled overview of the 1991-92 
Budget produced by this office in August, 1991. 
The Governor received a total of 1,490 bills. He signed 
1,225, vetoed 259, and allowed 6 to become law without his 
signature. 
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K-12 EDUCATION 
consultant: Julie MacDonald 
AB 4 (Eastin): School Libraries 
Vetoed 
Would have established the Lighthouse for Literacy grant 
program for library materials to schools. 
AD 11 (Buqhes): AIDS Education 
Chapter 818 
This measure requires school districts to provide 
AIDS education at least once in junior high school and once in 
senior high school. 
AD 287 (Allen): Schools: Residency Requirements 
To Conference 
This measure creates a state mandate by requ1r1ng high 
schools to honor interdistrict transfer agreements to which they 
were not a party. This would result in the state being required 
to pay for costs that would otherwise be paid for through the 
districts• revenue limits. For instance, a district that 
received additional students as a result of the measure could 
require the state to pay for construction or lease of additional 
facilities. The state could be required to pay for the 
differential cost of special education for transfer students. 
AD 595 (Bates) School Facilities Buildinq Plans 
Chapter 809 
Requires all new and renovated elementary school 
buildings to provide space for after school child care. In 
addition, limits modernization funding to those schools more than 
thirty years old. 
AD 811 (Murray): Child care and Development Contracts 
Assembly Floor 
Removes the actual cost of providing services from the 
formula for payment of child care providers, thus eliminating 
state carry-over funds. 
AD 876 (Cannella) Home to School Transportation, Special 
Education Transportation 
Chapter 283 
This bill makes a distinction between special education 
transportation and home-to-school transportation. In addition, 
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the measure defines special education transportation and provides 
funding guidelines. 
AB 1194 (Epple): Public School Employers 
Vetoed 
Would nave required that Joint Powers Authorities 
composed of one or more education agencies and a public agency be 
considered public employers for the purposes of collective 
bargaining statutes. 
AB 1200 (Eastim) 
Chapter 1213 
This measure provides a number of mechanisms designed to 
prevent future Richmond School District situations. Among the 
safeguards provided: 
- allows County Offices of Education to disapprove 
district budgets that are fiscally unsound, 
- allows the Superintendent of Public Instruction to 
direct the fiscal affairs of districts under specified 
circumstances. 
- limits the allowable debt for schools with qualified or 
negative certification, 
- imposes restrictions and rules for districts when they 
receive large loans from the state, 
- requires disclosure of the contents of collective 
bargaining agreements in a public hearing before they are signed, 
and, 
- requires actuarial reviews every 3 years of 
self-insured districts. 
AB 1603 (Eastin) School Facilities Funding 
Chapter 846 
This bill streamlines the application process for school 
facilities funding. The measure allows districts to self-certify 
that a number of requirements for state funding have been met. 
There are some penalties for fraudulent reports. 
AB 1614 (Quackenbush): School Choice 
Senate Appropriations 
Would provide for a system of parental choice in the 
public school system. Requires the Superintendent to report on 
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public school system. Requires the superintendent to report on 
the effect of the program. 
*AB 1650 (Hansen): Early Mental Health Programs in Schools 
Chapter 757 
This bill establishes the Governor's initiative for 
school based early mental health programs. The program provides 
matching grants for mental health prevention and intervention 
programs in grades K-3. 
AB 1668 (Hanniqan): Child Development 
Vetoed 
Would have specified the method of calculating enrollment 
growth for subsidized child care and development programs. 
AB 1977 (Campbell) Richmond Unified School District 
Vetoed 
Would have provided for the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction to assume control to the Richmond Unified School 
District. 
AB 1978 (Campbell) School Facilities Funding 
vetoed 
For schools in areas where the average temperature was 
above 100 degrees for more than 90 days, would have removed the 
requirement that the school be substantially year-round in order 
to receive state construction funding. 
AB 2184 (Brown): Child care and Development Proqrams 
Chapter 1205 
Requires the Secretary of Health and Welfare, the 
Secretary of Child Development and Education and the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction to report to the Legislature 
on the feasibility of consolidation of all child care and 
development programs to provide a "seamless" system of children's 
services. In addition, it requires the Department of Social 
Services to document child care useage by AFDC recipients. 
SB 2 (Alquist) Deseqreqation Proqrams 
Assembly ways and Means 
Provides justification in statute for any school 
currently receiving desegregation funding to continue receiving 
those funds. In addition, inappropriate use of the funds in 
previous years would be forgiven. Costs began at $11 million 
annually. 
SB 112 (Torres): State Legalization Impact Aid 
Senate Unfinished Business 
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Would increase SLIAG funding for education programs 
authorized by the federal Immigration Reform and Control Act. 
*SB 188 . (Maddy): School Finance 
Chapter 75 
Exempts school and community college districts from the 
provisions of SB 2557. 
SB 189 (Dills): Driver Training 
Assembly ways and Means 
Provides $21.2 million from the Driver Training Penalty 
Assessment Fund to fund 1989-90 Driver Training Programs. 
SB 198 (Dills): Driver Training 
Assembly Ways and Means 
Provides $25.6 million from the Driver Training Penalty 
Assessment Fund to fund 1990-91 Driver Training Programs. 
SB 238 (McCorquodale): School Finance 
Assembly Education Committee 
Would provide for equalization of school apportionments 
between districts. 
SB 259 (Greene, L.): School Facilities Funding 
,Assembly Committee on Education 
The measure would require local school districts to raise 
75 percent of their bonding capacity before they can receive 
state aid. If districts' need cannot be met with the 75 percent 
capacity, the state would provide matching funds. 
SB 282 (Greene, L.): Portable Classrooms, SB 2557 repeal for 
schools 
Chapter 333 
Increases the lease payments to the Allocation Board from 
school districts from $2,000 to $4,000 annually. Allows the 
Board to lease purchase temporary classrooms and sublease them to 
districts. 
In addition, the measure includes a provision that 
clarifies the repeal of SB 2557 provisions as they relate to 
school districts. 
SB 407 (Green, c.): Attendance Accounting 
Chapter 984 
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This bill provides an alternate method of ADA calculation 
that allows schools to abandon tracking excused and unexcused 
absences and count only actual attendance in class for the 
purposes of funding the school. The thrust of the measure is to 
provide an incentive for schools to increase student attendance. 
SB 528 (Dills) Driver Training 
Assembly Floor 
Provides $21 million from the Driver Training Penalty 
Assessment Fund to fund 1991-92 Driver Training Programs. 
*SB 620 (Presley): Healthy Start 
Chapter 759 
Establishes the Healthy start Services for Children Act. 
The act provides grants to local agencies to provide various 
support services to children. In order for schools to be 
eligible for the funding, over 50 percent of the students must 
meet certain financial criteria or be non-english speaking. 
A number of similar bills introduced during the session 
that dealt with the same topic were signed and subsumed under 
this program. 
SB 662 (Bart): Pupil Testing 
Chapter 760 
The bill changes the statewide testing plan from standard 
multiple choice tests to performance based testing. The 
Superintendent of Public instruction is required to develop a 
statewide testing plan for students in 4th, 5th, 8th, and lOth 
grades. The bill allows 5 years for development and 
implementation of the plan. The measure contains a $9.2 million 
appropriation. 
SB 741 (Torres): Electronic Media in Schools 
Assembly Committee on Education 
Would make it illegal for schools to participate in 
programs that provide advertising supported media programs in 
school. 
*SB 1049 (Maddy): School Finance 
Chapter 76 
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Provides for capture of $1.2 billion over-appropriated to 
the K-12 system in the 1990-91 budget year. 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
Consultant: Julie MacDonald 
AB 1472 (Hayden): Education Trust 
vetoed 
Would have established a program by which parents could 
prepay students' college tuition. 
AB 1805 (Hayden): College Savings Program 
senate Appropriations 
Would have established a college savings bond program. 
Up to $25,000 of the bond income could have been excluded when 
calculating income for financial aid purposes. 
AB 1994 (Campbell) Community Colleges Health Insurance 
Vetoed 
Would have allowed Community Colleges to use state 
apportionments to provide health insurance benefits to specified 
part-time employees. 
AB 2150 (Brown) Postsecondary Educational Equity 
Vetoed 
Would have required all higher education segments to 
implement programs and policies that achieve educational equity. 
SB 121 (Hart): community Colleges Transfers 
Chapter 1188 
This measure establishes a transfer policy between CSU 
and UC, contingent on approval from the UC Regents. The measure 
specifies an ultimate goal of 60% upper division, 40% lower 
division in undergraduate enrollment. In addition, the measure 
requires transfer agreements between higher ed segments to as 
great a degree as feasible and requires a report on 
implementation of the bill's provisions. 
*SB 381 (Presley): community Colleges• Fees 
Chapter 114 
Increases annual community. college fees to a maximum of 
$120 per year. Provides for allocation of IDDA/EPDA savings 
among community colleges. 
SB 490 (Morgan): Enrollment capacity 
Senate Appropriations 
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States Legislative intent that existing capacity at 
private postsecondary institutions be exhausted before additional 
space is added at uc, csu, and the Community Colleges. 
SB 1012 (Roberti): uc and csu Organizations 
Assembly Inactive Pile 
Would create agency shops in csu and uc. 
SB 1163 (Bart): College savings Bonds 
Assembly Higher Education Committee 
Would authorize the State Treasurer to sell zero coupon 
bonds to individuals who would use them to pay for a college 
education. The bonds would be excluded from asset calculation 
when determining eligibility for financial aid. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Consultant: curt Miller 
AB 1797 (Friedman): criminal background checks 
Chapter 937 
Existing law requires community care facilities 
conducting background checks on prospective employees to submit 
fingerprints to.DSS which then forwards the prints to the DOJ for 
processing. DSS then informs the facility as to whether a 
clearance is granted or not. 
This bill allows the facilities to submit the prints 
directly to the DOJ for criminal history information when it is 
needed for employment or licensing. The DOJ is authorized to 
charge fees for the service to cover the estimated annual cost of 
$400,000. The bill is double joined to SB 994 (Chapter 888, 
Mello), a bill that makes various changes in law relative to the 
management and operation of community care facilities. 
SB 25 (Lockyer): Sentencing reform and intensive parole 
Assembly Public Safety Committee 
This bill recasts existing law regarding the sentencing 
of persons convicted of a felony. It does this by deleting the 
existing sentencing provisions applicable to each type of felony 
and, instead, establishes five sentencing schedules featuring 
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designated ranges showing the number of years to be served for 
each term. Existing provisions allowing judges the discretion to 
select any sentence term within the sentence range are retained. 
The bill also removes existing limits on sentences for 
multiple felony offenses and gives judges the authority to order 
full, separate, and consecutive sentences for each felony 
conviction. The practical combined effect of these provisions 
would result in certain felons being incarcerated for longer 
periods of time. 
The other major provision of the bill allows the 
Department of Corrections to establish an intensive parole 
supervision program for specified non-violent offenders and 
parole violators. The program is intended to reduce the number 
of persons serving short-term sentences in state prison thus 
relieving the crowded conditions. The program also provides drug 
users with counseling, drug testing, and job services and 
training in a community setting where no such programs exist in 
state prisons. 
TRIAL COURT FUNDING 
Consultant: curt Miller 
AB 544 (Isenberq): Trial court fundinq: clean-up 
Chapter 189 
This bill makes technical and clarifying changes to AB 
1297 in the areas of the one-time amnesty program for delinquent 
traffic tickets; the annual calculations required to measure the 
effectiveness of the trial court coordination planning process; 
the accounting mechanism for allocating penalty assessment funds 
for the EMS program; and the formula for splitting parking 
violation revenues between local courts and other government 
agencies. 
AB 1297 (Isenberq): Trial court fundinq: reform 
Chapter 90 
This bill is generally intended to do a number of things 
regarding the funding and operations of the trial courts. First, 
it initiates a plan for increasing state funding for trial courts 
by establishing a 50% support level for FY91 and increasing the 
funding level by 5% annually until the courts are entirely state 
funded in 10 years. This provision supplants the former "super" 
state block grant and COLA programs. 
Second, the state penalty assessment rate is increased 
from $7 to $10 per $10 of base fine. The additional $3 will 
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increase state revenues $77 million to help offset increased 
state funding levels for trial courts. Traffic school attendees 
will pay an additional fee of $10 which will add another $86 
million to state revenues. Also, improved collection procedures 
for unpaid fines and penalties are included. 
Third, a uniform county penalty assessment rate of $7 per 
$10 of base fine is established which allows the counties to fund 
any of several authorized programs. Superior and municipal 
courts are directed to prepare court coordination plans in order 
to increase efficient use of judicial and administrative 
personnel. 
AB 2142 (Frazee): court fees and fines 
Chapter 1168 
This bill corrects and clarifies prov1s1ons of law 
enacted in AB 544, AB 1297, SB 21X, and SB 885 relating to trial 
court operations and funding. 
SB 21 (no author): Trial court block grants 
Chapter 331 
This bill appropriates $205.4 million from the GF to 
augment state block grants for FY91 for trial court funding. The 
Governor's FY91 budget originally showed reduced funding for 
trial courts at this amount because it was assumed that new sales 
tax revenues from cities and counties would be adequate to 
backfill the reduction. The revenue estimates were too high, 
however, so this appropriation is necessary. 
are: 
The source of funds for $105 million of the appropriation 
- $30 million from additional fee on traffic violators 
ordered to attend traffic school. 
- $24 million from redirection of existing $1 surcharge 
on parking tickets. 
- $22 million from reducing cities' cigarette tax 
revenues. 
$11 million from increase in court document recording 
fee. 
- $10 million from new fees for persons arrested and 
released on their own recognizance and for persons 
cited and released in the field. 
- $8 million from reducing counties' cigarette tax 
revenues. 
In addition, $100 million in funds resulting from 
accounting changes regarding disproportionate share hospitals (SB 
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855, Chapter 279, Robbins) are to be dedicated to funding the 
balance of the appropriation. 
SB 885 (Lockyer): courthouse construction 
vetoed 
This bill establishes the State Courthouse Construction 
Fund for the purpose of providing new revenues to counties in 
order to construct and renovate courthouses. Proceeds of the 
fund are available to counties in the form of grants with a 25% 
match required. New revenues come from a $50 charge for civil 
actions filed in Superior Court, a $25 charge for civil actions 
filed in Municipal Court except for small claims actions, and a 
$10 fee for each referral to traffic school for a vehicular 
violation. 
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT AND RECYCLING 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 861 (Friedman): Compact disc packaging 
Senate Inactive File 
This bill bans, after 1/1/93, the use of disposable boxes 
for cd's and cassettes which are more than one inch longer and 
one inch wider than the disc or cassette. 
AB 1872 (Brown): Beverage container incentive payments 
Senate Appropriations 
This bill increases the annual payments from the 
Redemption Account in the beverage container recycling program 
for grants to community conservation corps from $6 million to 
$9.75 million and for grants to nonprofit recyclers from $2 
million to $3.25 million. The Redemption Account is, however, 
insolvent at the present time. 
AB 1520 (Sher): Solid waste landfills: source reduction 
Chapter 718 
This bill appropriates $168,000 from the Integrated Waste 
Management Account to the CIWMB to establish monitoring 
procedures for assuring that solid waste sludge diverted from 
landfills is not dangerous. The purpose of the requirement is to 
allow the diversion of sludge to count against efforts to reduce 
inflows of solid waste into landfills. 
AB 2076 (Sher): Oil recycl~ng program 
Chapter 817 
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This bill requires o i l manufacturers to pay a 4 cent per 
quart tax to the CIWMB to f und the California Oil Recycling 
Enhancement Act. The proceeds wil l be used to establish a 
recycling incentive system whereby persons who collect used oil 
for reprocessing will be paid at least 4 cents per quart. Also, 
the proceeds will be used for block grant payments to local 
agencies ($10 million) and t o pay for research and testing 
programs. Annual inspections of recycling facilities by DHS are 
also required. 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY 
consultant: curt Miller 
AD 72 (Cortese): California Heritage Lands Bond Act 
Assembly Floor 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $678 million in G.O. bonds for various acquisition 
and development projects among several state agencies. 
- $300 million to acquire the so-called Headwaters Forest 
in Humboldt County 
- $38 million for acquisition of state park system 
properties. 
- $86 million for development and rehabilitation of state 
park system properties. 
- $65 million to the Wildlife Conservation Board for 
acquisition and development of wetlands, riparian 
lands, and lands for threatened/endangered species. 
- $60 million to the State Coastal Conservancy for 
acquisition and development projects. 
- $48 million to the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy 
for acquisition and development projects. 
- $50 million for unallocated purposes. 
- $30 million for Calif. Tahoe Conservancy projects. 
- $1 million for winter recreation facilities 
development. 
AB 85 (Katz): Petroleum Violation Escrow Account: school buses 
Chapter 957 
This bill appropriates $6.8 million from the PVEA to the 
Katz Schoolbus Fund for continued operation of the retrofit 
program. 
AD 345 (Hughes): PVEA: housing rehabilitation 
Chapter 958 
This bill appropriates $2.5 million in PVEA funds to the 
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Department of Housing to rehabilitate low income housing, 
homeless shelters, and residential hotels in order to increase 
energy use efficiency. 
AB 590 (Moore): PVEA: smart freeway telecommunications 
Chapter 960 
This bill appropriates $1 million in PVEA funds to 
CALTRANS to further develop smart freeway corridor demonstration 
projects in L.A. County. 
AB 1273 (Speier): PVEA: state buildings efficiency study 
Chapter 962 
This bill appropriates $40,000 in PVEA funds to General 
Services to conduct a study on ways to improve energy efficiency 
in state-owned and leased buildings. 
SB 387 (McCorquodale): Natural resources and park bonds 
Assembly water, Parks, and Wildlife 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $305 million in G.O. bonds for the following 
purposes: 
- $38 million for acquisition of state park system 
properties. 
- $86 million for development of state park system 
properties 
- $150 million for local assistance grants 
- $1 million for winter recreation facilities development 
- $30 million for Calif. Tahoe Conservancy projects 
SB 399 (Rosenthal): PVEA: home weatherization and energy 
program 
Chapter 968 
This bill appropriates $2 . 5 million from the PVEA to the 
Department of Economic Opportunity for home weatherization and 
energy crisis intervention programs. 
SB 561 (Watson): PVEA: smart freeway telecommunications 
vetoed 
This bill appropriates $1 million in PVEA funds to 
CALTRANS to further develop smart freeway corridor demonstration 
projects in L.A. County. 
SB 402 (Mccorquodale): Resources/local assistance funding 
Vetoed 
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This pork barrel bill appropriates $47.9 mi l lion from 
various state and federal funds for the following state parks and 
natural resources projects and local parks assistance projects: 
- $27.9 million for state park system capital outlay 
- $11.8 million for local assistance projects 
- $6.6 million for the Otay Mesa OHV project 
- $1 million for state non-parks capital outlay 
- $535,000 for state operations for various departments 
SB 710 (Mello): coastal/Riparian Resources Bond Act 
Assembly Banking, Finance, and Bonded Indebtedness 
This bill authorizes, upon voter approval in June, 1992, 
the issue of $263 million in G.O. bonds for various land 
acquisition, development projects, and program costs among 
several state agencies. 
- $115 million to the State Coastal Conservancy for 
habitat acquisition, acquisition of farm develop 
rights, and waterfront restoration. 
- $65 million to the Wildlife Conservation Board for 
wetlands acquisition and restoration. 
- $48 million to the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy 
for acquisition and habitat projects. 
- $24.5 million to Boating and Waterways for shoreline 
erosion control programs. 
- $5 million to the Coachella Valley Mountains 
Conservancy for land acquisition and program support. 
- $5 million to Boating and Waterways for marina loans. 
- $500,000 to the Coastal Commission for a report on 
shoreline and beach erosion. 
SB 1032 (McCorquodale): PVEA: commercial fishing 
Chapter 967 
This bill appropriates $1 million in PVEA funds to the 
Office of Planning and Research to establish a revolving loan 
program for low-income fishing boat operators in order to reduce 
their energy costs and conserve fuel. 
SB 1205 (Rosenthal): PVEA: energy efficiency standards 
senate Inactive File 
This bill appropriates $60,000 in PVEA funds to the 
Energy Commission in order for it to establish minimum energy 
standards for existing homes by 1/15/93. It is also required to 
evaluate existing state energy standards for appliances. 
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SB 1208 (McCorquodale): PVEA: energy research a nd development 
Assembly Floor 
This bill appropriates $110,000 in PVEA funds to the 
Energy Commission to conduct a study establishing research, 
development, and demonstration priorities for various energy 
technologies. 
SB 1214 (Killea): PVEA: energy use forecasting 
Chapter 900 
This bill appropriates $260,000 in PVEA funds to the 
Energy Commission in order to identify energy programs useful to 
achieve energy forecasts which take into account reduced economic 
and environmental costs. 
FORESTRY AND FIRE PROTECTION 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 860 (Sher): Forestry practices: harvesting restrictions 
Vetoed 
This bill includes the prov1s1ons of AB 641 (Hauser), AB 
714 (Sher), SB 300 (McCorquodale), and SB 854 (Keene), all of 
which deal with timber management practices and state regulation 
of same. It generally does the following: 
- Establishes watershed harvest limits on private land by 
limiting the amount of timber which can be approved for 
harvest to a statutorily established percentage rate. 
- Requires landowners to set aside 15% of their property 
in perpetuity for the establishment of wildlife 
habitat. 
- Prohibits clearcutting in ancient forests (primarily 
redwood) and restricts clearcutting in other kinds of 
forests. 
- Requires old timber stands to be inventoried and a 
determination made as to which lands should be 
preserved from harvest activities by acquisition, 
easement, or regulation. 
- Widens existing stream protection zones and establishes 
canopy retention standards both without regard to 
specific topographic or site-specific circumstances. 
- Changes the composition of the Board of Forestry and 
increases the membership from 9 to 11. Three regional 
forest sustainability committees are also established, 
comprised of 9 members, to act as advisors to the state 
board. 
- Changes the mission of the Forest Practices Act by 
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lowering the current standard of assuring timberland 
productivity to equal standing with "sustaining 
ecosystems in perpetuity." 
- Establishes sustained yield standards following a 10 
year transition period during which harvest rates are 
eventually reduced to 2.6% per year. 
ABX 14 (Jones): Enhanced fire protection preparedness 
senate Budqet and Fiscal Review 
This bill appropriates $20.4 million from the GF to the 
department for any increased costs it may incur in fighting 
forest fires during FY91. The bill is an insurance policy 
intended to provide extra funding in anticipation of a severe 
fire season due to the drought. The reason this bill is stuck in 
this committee is that the Democrats played games with it. They 
loaded unacceptable amendments into the bill resulting in the 
four Republican members voting •no.• Now that the 
Oakland/Berkeley hills have burned up, it will be fascinating to 
learn how the Democrats explain all of this fooling around with 
the bill to their now burned-out and homeless constituents. 
SB 525 (Maddy): Forest practices 
Senate Governmental orqanization 
This bill is the Governor's forestry reform plan. It 
changes qualifications for Board of Forestry members, imposes a 
surcharge on the existing timber yield tax in order to pay for 
state review of long-term timber management plans, establishes 
watercourse and lake planning zones, sets maximum harvest limits, 
prohibits clearcutting, and requires the board to ensure that 15% 
of all forest ownership is maintained in late seral stage. 
SB 888 (Keene): Old-Growth Forest Protection Act 
Assembly Bankinq, Finance, and Bonded Indebtedness 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $321 million in G.O. bonds for the following 
purposes: 
- $300 million for the acquisition of the so-called 
Headwaters Forest located in Humboldt County and for 
other old-growth acquisitions. 
- $10 million to establish the Headwaters Community 
Economic Stabilization and Development Account from 
which payments will be made to subsidize financially 
ruined individuals and businesses located in the 
economically-distressed areas caused by this bill. 
- $8 million to establish the In-Lieu Timber Yield Tax 
Account from which payments will be made to local 
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agencies which experience losses in timber yield tax 
revenues caused by the provisions of this bill. 
- $2 million to establish the Timber Worker's Retraining 
Account from which to fund programs for people thrown 
out of work as a result of shutting down timber harvest 
operations. 
- $1 million to Calif. State University to establish a 
center for the resolution of timber harvest 
environmental disputes caused by this bill. 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 63 (Felando): Commercial fishinq licenses: exemptions 
Chapter 80 
This bill extends the 1/1/92 sunset prov1s1on of existinq 
law pertaining to commercial fish business license fees to 1/1/93 
and establishes the license year on a calendar basis. These fees 
were temporarily increased in 1990 in order to provide more 
revenue to the department. After 1/1/93, the license fees revert 
to the levels previous to last year's legislation. 
AB 1811 (Isenberq): state-owned wetlands inventory 
Chapter 851 
This bill requires the department to conduct a survey of 
state-owned wetlands and nonwetlands suitable for restoration 
which are located in the sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. 
Several other state agencies are required to assist in the survey 
by providing specified information. Federal agencies are to be 
consulted, also. Costs are estimated to be $175,000. 
AB 1941 (Kelley): Forqiveness of outstandinq loans 
Chapter 732 
This bill forgives a $3.6 million loan made to the DFG 
two years ago from the ELPF. The total cost to the fund is $4.2 
million including interest. Also, the bill defers, for two 
years, repayment of a $3 million loan made from the OHV Fund to 
the department two years ago. Repayment, including an additional 
$540,000 for added interest costs due to the deferral, will be 
due in two equal installments on 6/30/94 and 6/30/95. 
AB 2003 (Banniqan): suisun Resource Conservation District 
vetoed 
This bill requires an annual appropriation from the ELPF 
to the Wildlife Restoration Fund in an amount sufficient to pay 
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landowners in the district for specified water management program 
requirements. The payments are capped at $5,000 per owner and 
are made by the DFG. These reimbursements have amounted to about 
$250,000 annually during the past few years. 
ABX 12 (Costa): Drought relief projects 
Chapter 11 
This bill appropriates $15.277 million from the GF to the 
department for various projects intended to protect fish and 
wildlife from drought-caused damage. Anticipated projects 
include developing short-term groundwater and surface water 
supplies, monitoring instream water flows, and monitoring fish 
and wildlife for disease outbreak. The funds are available for 
FY91 only and include $7.9 million for purchasing surface water 
in order to irrigate wetlands and enhance stream flows. 
SB 463 (McCorquodale): State wetlands mitigation banks 
senate Inactive Pile 
This bill enacts the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley 
Wetlands Mitigation Bank Act of 1991, the purpose of which is to 
identify wetlands areas qualified to be "banked" to offset 
wetlands lost in the Central Valley due to commercial or 
residential development activities which are permitted by the 
Army Corps of Engineers. Certain provisions of the bill include 
a mitigation ratio requiring the creation or restoration of two 
acres for every one acre that is used for non-wetlands purposes. 
SB 906 (Hill): Riparian habitat conservation 
Chapter 762 
This bill establishes the California Riparian Habitat 
Conservation program in the Wildlife Conservation Board. Its 
purpose is to acquire endangered riparian lands, restore them, 
and then resell or exchange the properties with private owners , 
local agencies, or state agencies with the condition that the 
lands shall remain as wildlife habitat in perpetuity. Funding 
for acquisitions is included in AB 72 (Cortese). 
WATER RESOURCES 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 18 (Sher): Water quality and water rights 
Chapter 460 
This bill restores $18.4 million in General Funds to the 
state Water Resources Control Board which were deleted in the 
FY91 budget bill. The original idea was to enact fees in this 
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bill to cover the GF reduction made in the budget but there 
weren't enough votes . 
AB 1605 (Costa): water leases 
Chapter 847 
This bill allows a water user in a water district to 
lease water from the district for up to five years. The water 
must be surplus to the district's needs and no more than 25% of 
the underlying water right could be leased in any year. 
AB 2090 (Katz): water rights and transfers 
senate Agriculture and water Resources 
This bill establishes new procedures for requiring public 
water agencies to transfer physical supplies of water. The 
critical provision allows the purchaser of water from the agency 
to take control or delivery of a supply of water and then sell it 
to someone else. Although the public agency may be the holder of 
the underlying water right, the agency will lose absolute control 
of that right under this bill. This is so because the bill 
requires the agency to negotiate a sale with the purchaser 
whereas, under present law, the agency has no such legal 
obligation. This bill is troublesome because it jeopardizes the 
existing water rights structure in California, a system already 
weakened due to public trust rulings and the recent drought. 
AB 2111 (Polanco): water desalination: price subsidies 
Vetoed 
In order to guarantee a market for desalinated water in 
the future, this bill requires that, once a desalination plant is 
constructed and operating and, after jumping through a bunch of 
regulatory hoops, the SWRCB can issue an order requiring a local 
water agency to buy water from the plant. This mandatory 
purchase requirement is enforceable only if the estimated actual 
cost per unit to the purchasing agency of developing new water 
supplies or purchasing an existing water supply exceeds the per 
unit price of the desalinated water. 
ABX 16 (Mays): Water rights management 
Chapter 12 
This bill exempts, in drought years, emergency 
regulations of the SWRCB from Office of Administrative Law 
review. Also, established time limits for state board hearings 
and review of applications to appropriate water or change a point 
of diversion are waived during a drought. 
SB 39 (Ayala): Auburn Dam: construction 
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senate Inactive File 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $1.2 billion in G.o. bonds to construct and operate 
the Auburn Dam on the north fork of the American River. 
SB 229 (Boatwright): Water meters: mandatory installation 
Chapter 407 
This bill requires the mandatory purchase and 
installation of water meters statewide on new water service 
connections effective 1/1/92. 
SB 778 (Killea): water reclamation and desalination bond act 
Assembly Water, Parks, and Wildlife 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $300 million in G.O. bonds for loans to local 
agencies for constructing and operating water reclamation 
projects ($200 million) and desalination of groundwater projects 
($100 million). The loan period is capped at 20 years and 
interest rates subsidized at 50% of the average interest rate 
paid by the state on G.O. bonds issued in the previous calendar 
year. 
SB 959 (Presley): Safe drinking water: t axation 
Assembly Water, Parks, and Wildlife 
This bill establishes a tax to be paid by suppliers of 
drinking water. Two-thirds of the proceeds are available for 
grants to public agencies to construct water supply projects 
which meet drinking water standards. Public agencies currently 
in default for loans received from any existing state safe 
drinking water program are eligible to receive these grants which 
are capped at $400,000 per project. One-third of the proceeds 
are available for acquisition and restoration of wetlands and 
riparian habitat. 
SB 1087 (Thompson): water desalination projects: bonds 
senate Appropriations 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $300 million in G.O. bonds for the purpose of making 
subsidized loans to local agencies to design and construct 
groundwater desalination plants. 
AIR RESOURCES 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 1267 (Sber): Greenhouse qa s studies 
Vetoed 
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This bill requires the Energy Commission to conduct 
various studies regarding petroleum supplies and prices and the 
effect of greenhouse gases on the atmosphere. There is no 
appropriation included to offset the estimated $300,000 costs. 
YOUTH AND ADULT CORRECTIONS 
Consultant: Curt Miller 
SB 26 (Lockyer): community corrections proqram 
Assembly Public Safety 
This bill establishes a state-managed intensive 
correctional supervision program for certain parolees and 
probationers wherein the ratio of offenders to staff is set at 
20:1 compared to the present ratio of 52:1. The program is 
intended to target nonviolent offenders who would, under present 
law, be sentenced to one year state prison terms and, instead, 
allow them to be sentenced and placed under strict and constant 
parole supervision in the community in order to reduce recidivism 
due to parole violations thus freeing up bed space in the state 
prisons. 
The program is to be financed by state payments to 
counties amounting to 50% of the annual cost of incarcerating an 
offender in state prison. Since this annual cost is about 
$22,000, a county would receive $11,000 per parolee. Residential 
programs are estimated to cost about $16,000 to $19,000 annually 
per bed, depending on the type of facility, while nonresidential 
programs may cost as little as $3500 per offender per year. 
While the bill is primarily intended to establish a 
nonresidential program, it provides for the establishment of 
residential programs subject to availability of funds. 
SB 187 (Presley): Community Offender Reentry Act of 1991 
Assembly ways and Means 
This bill is similar to SB 26 (Lockyer). It authorizes 
counties to establish community corrections programs to supervise 
and treat nonviolent felony offenders as an alternative to state 
prison and to receive state reimbursement for these costs. The 
programs may include intensive probation and parole supervision, 
community service, house arrest, and electronic surveillance. 
Services included in the programs may include drug treatment, 
employment training, and provisions for restitution payments to 
victims and support payments to offender families. State costs 
for each offender will be about $11,000 annually which is 50% of 
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the current annual cost of confinement in state prison. 
SB 269 (Presley): Juvenile/Youth Facilities Bond Act 
Assembly Bankinq, Finance, and Bonded Indebtedness 
This bill, upon voter approval in June, 1992, authorizes 
the issue of $300 million in G.O. bonds for the construction and 
rehabilitation of county jails, juvenile facilities, and youth 
shelters. 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
consultant: curt Miller 
AB 151 (Katz): Rail transportation safety 
Chapter 763 
This bill appropriates $480,000 from the Transportation 
Reimbursement Account to the PUC to hire at least six additional 
staff persons to inventory railroad track sites which have high 
derailment rates, propose regulations to correct the identified 
hazards, and increase regulation and oversight of track and rail 
equipment. This bill is double-joined to SB 152 (Chapter 767 1 
Killea), a bill which establishes fees on railroad corporations 
to offset PUC regulation costs. 
AB 684 (Moore): Railroad safety 
Chapter 764 
This bill appropriates $1.8 million from the 
Transportation Reimbursement Account to the PUC to hire 
additional staff for the Safety Division. The division will be 
required to inspect railroad equipment and facilities every three 
months and to inspect track once a year. This bill is 
double-joined to SB 152 (Chapter 767, Killea), a bill which 
establishes fees on railroad corporations to offset PUC 
regulation costs. 
AB 1211 (Burton): Inspection fees 
Assembly Inactive Pile 
This bill increases the fees paid for licenses required 
for meat and poultry inspectors and processors. It is intended 
to increase revenues in order to reduce GF support for these 
programs. 
AB 1325 (Jones): Pesticide requlation mill tax 
Assembly Floor 
This bill increases the mill tax on economic poisons by 
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one mill to 19 mills and deletes the sunset of 7/1/92 on the 
reduction of the mill tax to 9 mills. It also requires that an 
additional tax of .88 mills be paid in FY91 to be reduced to .65 
mills each year thereafter for deposit in an account dedicated to 
offsetting the costs of CDFA incurred in providing consultation 
to the CAL-EPA for the pesticide registration program. 
HEALTH AND WELFARE 
Consultant: Ann Kuhns 
AB 61 (Floyd): Medi-Cal Eligibility-- Japanese Interned During 
WWII 
vetoed 
This bill exempts the interest earned on reparation 
payments made to individuals of Japanese ancestry from 
consideration as income for -the purposes of determining Medi-cal 
eligibility and benefits. In addition, the bill exempts bequests 
of reparation payments from Medi-Cal overpayment and estate 
recoveries. 
AB 99 (Isenberg): Proposition 99 
Chapter 278 
This bill reauthorizes implementation of Proposition 99 
through June 30, 1994. The major components included in the 
measure are: 
1. The initiation of the Access for Infants and Mothers 
Program, which is designed to provide publicly subsidized 
health insurance to pregnant women between 200 and 250 
percent of poverty. 
2. The elimination of the Medi-Cal asset test for pregnant 
women between 185 and 200 percent of poverty. 
3. The appropriation of $226 million for the California 
Healthcare or Indigents Program (CHIP). 
4. The continuation of the Child Health Disability 
Prevention Program. 
5. The continuation of expanded Medi-Cal coverage for women 
between 185 and 200 percent of poverty. 
6. The continuation of local health education and media 
programs. 
In total, the measure appropriated $540 million for 
health care and tobacco control programs. 
AB 333 (Bronzan): Child Health services 
2-Year Bill 
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This bill creates the Comprehensive Child Health Services 
Program and requires the Department of Health Services to pursue 
federal Medicaid matching funds for state and county programs 
that provide health services to children. 
* AB 336 (Hunter): Medi-Cal Managed care 
Chapter 95 
This bill expands Medi-Cal managed care programs. 
Specifically, the bill requires that, beginning in January 1994, 
Medi-Cal beneficiaries be enrolled in managed care systems unless 
(1) the beneficiary has an established relationship with a health 
care provider or (2) there is no managed care system available in 
the beneficiary's community. The bill also requires county 
welfare departments to ensure that each applicant or beneficiary 
attends a presentation on both fee-for-service and managed care 
systems. 
AB 501 (Margolin): Medi-Cal Eligibility for Pregnant women 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have required the Department of Health 
Services to implement certain optional federal Medicaid benefits 
for pregnant women. Specifically, the bill would have required 
the department to (1) waive the Medi-Cal asset test in 
determining eligibility for women below 185 percent of poverty 
and (2) presume that a woman is eligible for Medi-Cal benefits 
based on self-reported information until the county welfare 
department can confirm her eligibility. 
AB 765 (Polanco): Radon Measurement and certification 
Chapter 619 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services to 
establish a licensing and certification program for radon 
measurement laboratories, radon testing and consulting 
specialists, and radon mitigation contractors. The program is to 
be supported by fees. 
* AB 948 and AB 1288 (Bronzan): Realignment 
Chapter 91 and Chapter 89 
These bills shift programmatic and financial 
responsibility for health programs to the counties and increase 
the counties' share of cost for various social service programs. 
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Specifically, the bills: 
1. Shift responsibility from the state to the counties for 
the following programs: 
Community mental health 
Institutes for Mental Diseases 
State Hospitals 
County Stabilization and Juvenile Justice 
Subventions 
2. Increase the county share of cost for the following 
social services programs: 
Child Welfare Services (30%) 
Foster Care (60%) 
IHSS (35%) 
County Services Block Grant (30%) 
Adoption Assistance Program (25%) 
GAIN Program (25%) 
California Children's Services Program (50%) 
3. Reduces the county share of cost for AFDC grants to 5 
percent, and the share of cost for AFDC administration to 
15 percent. 
In addition to the transfer of programmatic and financial 
responsibility, the realignment package (1) gives counties the 
option of capping General Assistance grants at the level the 
state provides to AFDC recipients, (2) allows counties greater 
flexibility in spending funds for mental health services, and (3) 
allows counties to waive regulations in order to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of adult social services programs. 
Under the provisions of realignment counties will receive 
revenue to support their share of costs for these programs from 
an increase in Vehicle License Fees (AB 758) and a 1/2 cent 
increase in the sales tax (AB 2181). Please see page 41 for a 
further discussion of these measures. 
AB 1031 (Allen): Medi-Cal Data Analysis 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have required the Department of Health 
Services (DHS) to analyze Medi-Cal treatment and claims data to 
identify patterns of use and abuse in inpatient Medi-Cal 
procedures and develop policies to alter inappropriate procedures 
and treatments. 
AB 1281 (Filante): AIDS 
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Chapter 963 
This bill extends confidentiality protections to all 
methods of testing for HIV, including urine and saliva tests. 
Prior to the enactment of this legislation, only the results of 
blood tests were specifically required to be kept confidential. 
AB 1349 (Vasconcellos): Health and Welfare Funding Augmentations 
Vetoed 
This bill appropriates $72.5 million in anticipated 
federal fund reimbursements to offset various funding reductions 
in the health and welfare area that were made as a result of the 
agreement on the 1991-92 budget. 
AB 1694 (Filante): 
vetoed 
Funding Formulas for Area Agencies on Aging 
This bill requires the California Department of Aging to 
develop a variety of models - for distributing funds to Area 
Agencies on Aging. The bill also requires the department's 
formulas to include a method of ensuring that no agency is 
disproportionately affected by a redistribution of funds. 
' 
AB 1778 (Bronzan): Medi-cal Administrative Procedures 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services to 
set up guidelines and reviews of the Treatment Authorization 
Review (TAR) process, reformat Medi-Cal claims forms and denial 
reports, and establish a unit to assist small providers in 
preparing Medi-Cal claims. 
AB 1864 (Farr): Infant Botulism Prevention Program 
vetoed 
This bill restores a lapsed statutory authority for the 
Infant Botulism Prevention Program. It is important to note that 
the Health and Welfare Agency has recently announced that funding 
for this program will be reduced, in order to assist the 
Department of Health Services in accommodating across-the-board 
reductions made as part of the 1991-92 budget agreement. 
AB 2038 (Connelly): Lead Poisoning 
Chapter 799 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services to 
assess a fee on all manufacturers of products containing lead, 
and use the proceeds from the fee to initiate programs to test 
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children for lead poisoning and provide case management services 
to children who test positive for lead poisoning. 
AJR 40 (Speier): Mifepristone (RU-486) 
Resolution Chapter 123 
This resolution requests that the federal government lift 
restrictions on the importation of Mifepristone (RU-486). The 
resolution also urges the state Department of Health Services to 
expedite the use of RU-486. 
SB 41 (Robbins): Medi-Cal Hospital outpatient Funding 
Vetoed 
This bill establishes a payment adjustment program for 
outpatient services provided in disproportionate-share hospitals. 
The bill also creates the Medi-Cal Outpatient Adjustment Fund. 
Revenue to the fund would come from transfers from public 
disproportionate-share hospitals and federal Medicaid matching 
funds. The revenue in the fund would be used to make the payment 
adjustments to eligible hospitals. 
SB 99 (Watson): Proposition 99 Clean-up 
Chapter 1170 
This bill cleans up various provisions of AB 99 
(Isenberg), discussed above. The most significant changes 
included in SB 99 are (1) provisions which allow Proposition 99 
funds to be matched with federal funds in order to expand 
perinatal outreach for Medi-cal eligible women and (2) the 
appropriation of $1.6 million to partially backfill a loss of 
funds in managed care counties due to the formula used in AB 99 
to fund the Major Risk Medical Insurance Program. 
SB 156 (Presley): Alcohol and Drug Pilot Programs 
Chapter 113 
This bill extends a drug and alcohol pilot program 
through 1993-94. The pilot now operates in seven counties. 
Under the provisions of the pilot, the Department of Alcohol and 
Drug Programs negotiates net amount contracts with counties for 
the provision of alcohol and drug services. 
SB 240 (Torres): occupational Lead Poisoning 
Chapter 798 
This bill establishes an occupational lead poisoning 
prevention program within the Department of Health Services to 
monitor cases of adult lead toxicity, to investigate reported 
cases of occupational lead poisoning, and to educate employers, 
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employees and health professionals about occupational lead 
poisoning. 
* SB 451 (Maddy): Accounting Reforms 
Chapter 92 
This bill requires the state to account for Medi-Cal 
expenditures and all revenues to the General Fund on an accrual 
rather than a cash basis. The result of the bill is to conform 
all accounting of state revenues and expenditures to an accrual 
basis, consistent with generally accepted accounting princ i ples. 
SB 502 (Petris): Medically Indigent services Program (MISP) 
Chapter 511 
This bill (1) appropriates $15.8 million from the General 
Fund for the purpose of holding counties harmless at the 1988-89 
funding level in the event of State Legalization Impact 
Assistance Grant (SLIAG) funding reductions in MISP and (2) 
changes the way the "hold harmless" provision for MISP is 
calculated for 1990-91 and future year claims. 
SB 599 (Alquist): Health Facilities Financing 
Chapter 675 
This bill increases the amount of outstanding revenue 
bonds that the California Health Facilities Financing Authority 
may have at any one time by $875 million. The proceeds of these 
bonds are used to provide loans to hospitals. 
SB 635 (Bergeson): Medi-Cal Long Term Care 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have required the Department of Health 
Services to make payments to nursing home providers for residents 
whose eligibility for Medi-Cal has not been determined by the 
county welfare department within 45 days of receiving an 
application. The bill also required that the payments be made 
retroactive to the date the application for Medi-Cal was 
submitted. 
SB 714 (Roberti): Nutritional Food supplements 
2-Year Bill 
This bill would reduce the income tax deduction on 
business meals and use the revenue generated by this change to 
fund a nutritional food supplement program for low income 
pregnant, postpartum, and lactating women and their children. 
SB 855 (Robbins): Medi-cal Disproportionate Share Hospitals 
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Chapter 279 
This bill establishes a mechanism for making supplemental 
Medi-Cal payments for inpatient services to disproportionate 
share hospitals. Specifically, the bill establishes the Medi-Cal 
Inpatient Payment Adjustment Fund and requires publicly-funded 
disproportionate-share hospitals to transfer a specified amount 
of money into the Fund. The bill also requires that these funds 
be matched with federal Medicaid dollars and paid back out to all 
disproportionate-share hospitals as a supplemental Medi-Cal rate. 
SB 856 (Berqeson): Medi-cal continuous Eliqibility 
Chapter 1062 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services to 
implement the requirements of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act (OBRA) of 1990 to provide continuous Medi-Cal coverage to 
pregnant women, regardless of changes in their income status, 
through 60 days after delivery. 
SB 857 (Berqeson): Medi-Cal Presumptive Eliqibility 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have required the Department of Health 
Services to provide presumptive Medi-Cal eligibility, as allowed 
under federal law, for pregnant women. Under presumptive 
eligibility, Medi-Cal will cover prenatal services to pregnant 
women for 45 days, until the welfare office has time to determine 
the woman's eligibility status. 
SB 865 (Rosenthal): Medi-Cal Asset Test 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have required the Department of Health 
Services to (1) waive the use of an asset test for determining 
Medi-Cal eligibility for pregnant women and infants with incomes 
under 185 percent of poverty and (2) develop a simplified 
eligibility form for those beneficiaries. 
SB 910 (McCorquodale): Medi-cal Tarqeted case Manaqement 
Chapter 1179 
This bill allows counties to match county funds for 
targeted case management with federal Medicaid funds. In order 
to participate in the program, counties are required to advance 
funds to the Department of Health Services. Under the provisions 
of the bill, counties may provide targeted case management to 
various populations, including high risk children and families, 
pregnant, lactating, postpartum and parenting women, individuals 
infected with HIV, the homeless, and elderly persons at risk of 
institutionalization. 
SB 946 (Maddy): Emergency Medical services Fund 
Chapter 1169 
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This bill is a technical clean-up measure that refines 
the funding of emergency medical services at the county level. 
Among other things, the bill (1) requires that disbursements from 
the fund be made as a percentage of the fund balance, (2) 
requires that any funding reductions to providers be made pro 
rata, (3) specifies that funds are to be used to reimburse 
providers for uncompensated care, (4) requires that reimbursement 
can only be made for services rendered within 48 hours of 
admission to a hospital or specified paramedic receiving 
facilities. 
SB 978 (Keene): County Medical services Program 
Chapter 949 
This bill appropriates $12.4 million from the General 
Fund to eliminate the 1990-91 deficiency in the County Medical 
Services Program (CMSP). The bill requires that CMSP counties 
give up $12.4 million in various reimbursable mandate claims in 
exchange for the elimination of this deficiency. 
* SB 1045 (McCorquodale): Regional center Funding Reductions 
Chapter 93 
This bill gives regional centers direction on how to 
implement a $30 million funding reduction, by (1) allowing 
centers to update individual program plans for their clients 
every three years rather than annually, (2) requiring centers to 
distribute the reduction equally between their operations and 
services budgets and (3) requiring each center to implement the 
reduction for services through efficiencies, including the use of 
vouchers, the use of parents as case managers, and by identifying 
alternative sources of payment for services. The bill also 
requires the centers to submit plans to the Department of 
Developmental Services on how they intend to absorb the 
reduction. 
SB 1063 (Maddy): Medi-Cal List of Contract Drugs 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services to 
reimburse providers without prior authorization for all 
outpatient drugs that are subject to federal rebate agreements, 
unless the department can prove that (1) abuse of the drug is 
likely or (2) the drug has no positive effect on treatment. The 
bill also precludes the department from placing any drug on prior 
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authorization status if (1) the drug is less costly than other 
drugs or (2) the drug will reduce the need for hospitalization. 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
consultant: Ann Kuhns 
AB 378 (Burton): Supplemental Security Income 
Vetoed 
This bill restores Supplemental Security Income/State 
Supplementary Program (SSI/SSP) reductions experienced by 
recipients who live alone. These recipients experienced a $7 per 
month reduction in their grants beginning in April, 1991 as a 
result of (1) the way the state suspended SSI/SSP COLAs in 
1990-91 and (2) the method the federal government uses to 
determine a recipient's income. 
* AB 385 (Epple): Supplemental Security Income COLAs 
Chapter 94 
This bill requires that the federal portion of the 
SSI/SSP COLA be passed through to recipients. This legislation 
was passed in conjunction with SB 724 (discussed below), which 
suspends the state portion of the SSI/SSP COLA for five years. 
*AD 515 (Hannigan): In-Home supportive services COLA 
Chapter 96 
This bill suspends IHSS COLAs for the 1991-92 fiscal 
year. 
AB 546 (Bronzan): Foster care 
Chapter 868 
This bill expands a state program that allows counties to 
"draw down" future General Fund expenditures for foster care in 
order to support family preservation programs. Under current 
law, counties can draw down up to 10 percent of future General 
Fund expenditures and are allowed to keep up to 25 percent of any 
savings that the programs generate. This bill would allow 
counties to draw down 25 percent of expected General Fund 
expenditures. 
AB 1793 (Moore): Obtaining Federal Funds for IHSS 
Chapter 850 
This bill requires the Department of Health Services and 
the Department of Social Services to investigate the possibility 
of obtaining federal Medicaid funds for the IHSS Program. 
* SB 101 (Hart): Child support Collections 
Chapter 110 
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This bill {1) revises the guidelines that judges use to 
determine child support awards, (2) prohibits individuals who are 
more than 30 days in arrears in making court-ordered child 
support payments from obtaining or renewing a business or 
professional license, and (3) requires individuals who are 
delinquent in paying child support to pay a penalty of up to 72 
percent of the amount of unpaid support. 
* SB 724 (Maddy): Welfare COLA suspensions and Grant Reductions 
Chapter 97 
This bill makes various changes to welfare programs in 
order to contain cost growth in this area. The bill was passed 
as part of the agreement on the 1991-92 budget. Specifically, 
the bill: 
1. Reduces AFDC grants by 4.4 percent. 
2. Suspends AFDC COLAs for five years. 
3. Restructures the Homeless Assistance Program to reduce 
fraud and contain costs. 
4. Suspends Foster Care COLAs for one year. 
5. Suspends the state's share of SSI/SSP COLAs for five 
years {AB 385, discussed above, allows for the 
passthrough of the federal portion of these COLAs). 
6. Eliminates the state-only AFDC-Unemployed Parent Program. 
SB 900 (Watson): Loans to Day Care Providers 
Died in Appropriations 
This bill would have established a revolving loan fund 
for small family day care home operators and required the 
Department of Social Services to make loans of up to $3,000 from 
the fund to each applicant to assist in expanding the facility. 
SB 1125 (Presley): seriously Emotionally Disturbed Minors 
Chapter 1203 
This bill deletes the January 1, 1992 sunset date on the 
statutory authority for the placement of seriously emotionally 
disturbed minors in foster care. In addition, the bill extends 
the current six month limit on voluntary foster care placements 
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to twelve months, if the parent is making progress in a drug 
treatment program, or if the c h i l d is seriously emotionally 
disturbed and can be expected to return home within the next six 
months. The bill also revises the requirements for Child Welfare 
Services case services plans. 
TOXICS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE 
Consultant: Ann Kuhns 
AB 103 (Tanner): Toxic Disaster contingency Plan 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires the state's toxic disaster contingency 
plan to provide for a technical team with the capability to 
immediately travel to the scene of a toxic disaster. It also 
requires the Office of Emergency Services (OES) to establish a 
Toxic Substances Data Registry. Finally, the bill requires 
applicants for renewal or registration of a pesticide and 
manufacturers of hazardous substances to submit reports to OES 
on the environmental and health hazards associated with the 
sudden release of the substance. 
AB 240 (Peace): Hazardous Waste Disposal on Indian Land 
Chapter 805 
This bill establishes a "cooperative agreement" process 
between the state and individual Indian tribes for the siting and 
operation _of hazardous and solid waste facilities on Indian land. 
SB so (Torres): waste Classification of Incinerator Ash 
Chapter 1218 
This bill would allow the Department of Health Services 
to classify ash from the burning of solid wastes as hazardous. 
SB 194 (Torres): Fees and Taxes on Hazardous Substances 
Chapter 1123 
This bill makes various changes to the procedures for 
paying fees associated with hazardous wastes. Among other 
things, the bill streamlines the reporting and fee-paying process 
for hazardous waste facility operators. The bill also allows the 
state to attach a lien on a responsible party's real property to 
fund the costs incurred in cleaning up toxic waste. 
SB 611 (Calderon): Hazardous waste certification 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires generators of hazardous wastes to 
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certify to the Department of Health Services that any waste they 
dispose of out-of-state has been treated according to the same 
treatment standards as those wastes that are disposed of in 
California. 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
Consultant: Ann Kuhns 
AB 14 (Margolin): Health Insurance Underwritinq 
2-Year Bill 
This bill establishes a purchasing pool program for 
employers with fewer than 50 employees. Specifically, the bill 
establishes a 16 member California Health Plan Commission to 
administer the program, which is designed to reduce the costs of 
health insurance for small employers by allowing them to purchase 
through a pool. The bill requires the Commission to contract 
with at least three health insurance carriers for the provision 
of health insurance for participating small employers. 
Participation in the pool is voluntary for both employers and 
carriers. 
The bill also establishes the Medical Standards Committee 
within the Commission for the purpose of identifying medical 
services that are not cost-effective, analyzing utilization data, 
and recommending practice parameters for health care providers. 
The bill also states legislative intent to enact underwriting 
reforms in the small employer market and increase the health 
insurance tax credit for small employers. 
AB 321 (Margolin): Universal coveraqe for Pregnant women 
2-Year Bill 
This bill establishes a system of universal health 
coverage for pregnant women and children up to 18 years of age. 
The bill also requires the unification of all existing services 
for this population and requires the state to implement all 
federal options for services to pregnant women and children. 
Services would be rendered by providers under contract with (1) 
the Major Risk Medical Insurance Board, (2) the California 
Medical Assistance Commission, or (3) local authorities, which 
the bill allows counties to create. The bill also permits local 
authorities to provide services directly. 
The bill requires all individual and group health 
insurance plans to include coverage for perinatal services. Under 
the provisions of the bill, employers would have to obtain this 
coverage or pay a tax. 
AB 755 (Hansen): Health Insurance Underwriting 
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2-Year Bill 
This bill requires all insurance carriers in the small 
employer market to offer and renew health insurance policies to 
any small employer who is willing to pay for the costs of the 
coverage. Specifically, the bill requires these carriers to 
offer a "basic" and a "standard" health insurance policy to small 
employers. Under the provisions of this bill, these plans would 
be exempt from state-mandated benefit and provider laws. In 
addition, the bill limits the highest-cost insurance premiums to 
no more than 30 percent above the carriers lowest rate for 
similar employers; there is no overall cap on the variation in 
premiums across different types of employers or for different 
areas of the state. 
The bill also establishes the Small Employer Carrier 
Committee to establish the basic and standard plans for small 
employers and to recommend methods for controlling health care 
costs, including utilization reviews, case management benefit 
alternatives, and selective contracting with providers. The bill 
also establishes a small employer purchasing pool pilot program 
in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
AB 1672 (Margolin): Health Insurance Underwriting Reforms 
2-Year Bill 
This bill is now in Conference Committee and includes 
provisions contained in AB 14, AB 755, AB 2070 and SB 1060. The 
bill requires insurance carriers who operate in the small 
employer market to offer and renew insurance policies for all 
employers with between 3 and 25 employees who are willing to 
purchase coverage. The bill requires carriers to base the 
variation in health insurance rates for small employers on 
specified factors, such as occupation, age and geography and 
places a limit on the amount of variation for some of these 
factors, such as occupation. The bill also requires carriers in 
the small employer market to offer health insurance coverage to 
employers with between 26 and 50 employees. Finally, the bill 
establishes a pilot program in the San Francisco Bay Area to test 
the effectiveness of a small employer purchasing pool program. 
AB 2070 (Isenberg): Health Insurance Underwriting and Costs 
2-Year Bill 
This bill, which is similar to AB 755, requires all 
insurance carriers in the small employer market to offer and 
renew health insurance policies to any small employer who is 
willing to pay for the costs of the coverage. Like AB 755, 
carriers would be required to offer a "basic" and "standard" 
policy, both of which would be exempt from state-mandated benefit 
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and provider laws. Unlike AB 755, however, this bill limits the 
variation in insurance premiums to no more than 30 percent of the 
carriers average premium for all small businesses. 
The bill also establishes a Small Employer Carrier 
Committee to establish the benefit plans for small employers and 
to recommend methods for controlling health care costs. In 
addition, the bill repeals prohibitions against medical 
corporations employing physicians. 
SB 6 (Robbins): Voluntary Basic Health Insurance coverage 
2-Year Bill 
This bill establishes the California Health Coverage 
Association (CHCA), a nonprofit entity, to provide basic health 
insurance coverage with benefits not to exceed $50,000 annually 
to individuals and families who wish to participate. The bill 
would apply to those who are unable to obtain coverage from the 
conventional health insurance market. 
SB 36 (Petris): Universal Coverage 
2-Year Bill 
This bill replaces the existing privately financed, 
employer based health insurance industry with a 
state-administered universal coverage system. The state, through 
a 15 member California Health Care Commission, would be 
responsible for providing any medically necessary medical, mental 
health, rehabilitation, dental, substance abuse, and long-term 
care to state residents. 
The bill requires that the new program be financed 
through 10 percent tax increases on payroll and a 1 percent tax 
on wages, and through the redirection of existing funds for 
Medi-Cal, Proposition 99, and county health care programs. 
Collectively, these sources would generate over $55 billion 
annually. 
SB 1060 (Maddy): Small Employer Insurance Purchasing Pools 
2-Year Bill 
This bill establishes the California Small Employer 
Health Benefits Purchasing Program, to enable employers with 
between 3 and 25 employees to purchase health insurance. The 
bill provides that the program be administered by the Major Risk 
Medical Insurance Board, which the bill renames as the Medical 
Insurance Board. The bill is designed to allow small employers 
to purchase health insurance from private carriers at reduced 
cost, by allowing small employers to become members of a larger 
purchasing pool. Under the provisions of the bill, participation 
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by both employers and insurance carriers is optional, and 
employers can obtain coverage in the pool through their local 
insurance agent or broker. 
The bill also includes health insurance underwriting 
reforms that would require all insurance carriers who operate in 
the small employer market to (1) offer and renew insurance 
policies to all small employers who are willing to purchase a 
policy and (2) limit the variation in health insurance rates to 
no more than 33 percent of the carrier's average rate for small 
employers. Finally, the bill would exclude small employer health 
insurance plans from state-mandated benefit and provider laws. 
LABOR 
Consultant: Ann Kuhns 
AB 64 (Floyd): Apprenticeship Programs 
Chapter 640 
This bill repeals provisions of statute that grant the 
Department of Industrial Relations the authority to assess user 
fees on the sponsors or participants of local apprenticeship 
programs. The authority to assess fees was granted in 1990, as 
part of that year's budget agreement. The bill also appropriates 
$1.3 million from the Employment Training Fund to fully fund the 
apprenticeship program without fees. 
AB 66 (Floyd): Prevailing Wages 
Vetoed 
This bill would require contractors on public works 
projects to file with the awarding agency a declaration that the 
contractor and all subcontractors paid the prevailing wage. The 
bill prohibits the awarding agency from making final payment 
until the declaration is filed. 
AB 77 (Moore): Family care Leave 
Chapter 462 
This bill requires employers with more than 50 employees 
to grant unpaid family care leave for up to four months in a 
two-year period. Under the provisions of the bill, an employee 
may request family care leave to care for an infant or a relative 
with a serious health problem. An employer may require that the 
need to care for a relative with a health problem be certified by 
a health care professional. The bill also requires that the 
employee provide reasonable notice of intent to take leave, if 
the need for the leave is foreseeable. Finally, the bill allows 
employers to require an employee to substitute accrued vacation 
or other time off during the leave period. 
AB 186 (Floyd): Civil Penalties for Employers 
Chapter 1210 
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This bill requires the Department of Industrial Re l ations 
to issue a copy of a final judgment of civil penalty against an 
employer to the Contractor's State Licensing Board (CSLB). The 
bill would also require the department to provide the employer 
with a written receipt, once the penalty is paid. Under existing 
law, licensing boards, including the CSLB are allowed to refuse 
issue or renewal of a contractor's license for failure to resolve 
outstanding liabilities. 
AB 318 (Polanco): Farm Labor Contracts 
Chapter 1197 
This bill makes an agricultural grower jointly liable for 
the violation of any provision of the state's farm labor 
contractor laws, if the grower entered into a contract with an 
unlicensed farm labor contractor. 
AB 367 (Areias): Extended Unemployment Insurance Benefits 
Chapter 304 
This bill provides a one-time extension on unemployment 
insurance (UI) benefits to individuals who were unemployed as a 
result of the 1990-91 freeze. The bill would provide for a 
26-week extension and would apply to about 12,000 individuals. 
AB 644 (Hayden): Video Display Terminals 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires that, after July 1, 1993, every 
computer video display terminal (VDT) and every piece of 
peripheral VDT equipment used in the workplace -- with the 
exception of VDTs and VDT equipment used in state agencies -- be 
in conformance with standards adopted by the American National 
Standards Institute. The bill also requires employers to give 
VDT operators specified rest periods and provide information to 
their employees about the hazards of VDTs. 
* AB 971 (Peace): Stress-Related Workers• Compensation Claims 
Chapter 115 
This bill prohibits employees from filing stress-related 
workers• compensation claims during the first six months of 
employment. The bill also extends the sunset date on the 
workers' compensation rate study commission from September 30, 
1991 to May 30, 1992. The purpose of this study is to examine 
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alternatives to the workers' compensation minimum rate law. 
AB 1095 (Floyd): Extended Unemployment Insurance Benefits 
Vetoed 
This bill reduces the level of unemployment necessary to 
trigger extended Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits under the 
state's extended benefits program. Specifically, the bill 
requires the state to provide 13 additional weeks of benefits 
whenever the unemployment rate for individuals eligible for UI 
exceeds 4 percent. Prior to enactment of the bill, extended UI 
benefits were provided when the insured unemployment rate 
exceeded 6 percent. 
AB 1184 (Floyd): Extended unemployment Insurance Benefits 
Vetoed 
This bill provides extended UI benefits to about 2,000 
fisherman who are unemployed as a result of either last winter's 
freeze or this summer's drought. 
AB 1306 (Isenberq): Unemployment Insurance and Druq Testinq 
2-Year Bill 
This bill allows employees who are fired for refusing to 
submit to a random drug test to obtain UI benefits, unless (1) 
there is reasonable cause to believe that the employee was 
impaired when the test was required and (2) the employee's 
occupation was inherently dangerous. 
AB 1307 (Umberq): Pay for Employees Who served in the Gulf war 
Chapter 416 
This bill requires school districts and community college 
districts to provide additional pay and benefits to classified 
employees who were called into active military duty as a result 
of the Gulf War. 
AB 1546 (Friedman): Employee Sick Leave 
2-Year Bill 
This bill requires employers to permit their employees to 
use sick leave in order to attend to the illnesses of their 
children. 
AB 2047 (Marqolin): Disability Insurance contributions 
Chapter 793 
This bill raises the State Disability Insurance (SDI) cap 
from 1.2 percent to 1.25 percent in 1992 and to 1.3 percent in 
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1993 and 1994, if the Disability Insurance Fund balance drops 
below a specified level. The SDI Program provides benefits to 
covered workers who are disabled due to a non-work relat ed 
injury. The program is financed t hrough a t ax on wages . 
SB 54 (Lockyer): Workers • Compensation for Health Wor kers 
Vetoed 
This bill provides that any disease that is caused by a 
blood-borne pathogen, such as hepatitis or AIDS, that aff l icts a 
health care worker shall be presumed to arise in the course of 
employment for purposes of workers' compensation. In order to be 
eligible for benefits, the worker must provide written 
documentation of exposure to the pathogen to his or her employer. 
SB 654 (Leslie): Extended Unemployment Insurance Benefits 
Chapter 1230 
This bill extends Unemployment Insurance benefits for up 
to 26 weeks to individuals who were unemployed as a result of the 
fire at the Michigan California Lumber Company in El Dorado 
County on March 31, 1991. 
SB 837 (Torres): Workers• compensation for Firefighters 
vetoed 
This bill eliminates the requirement that a firefighter 
or peace officer must establish a reasonable link between the 
carcinogen to which he was exposed on the job and the disabling 
cancer he developed in order to be presumed compensable under 
workers' compensation. 
SB 956 (Torres): Regulation of 12-Hour Work Days 
Vetoed 
This bill prohibits the Industrial Welfare Commission 
(IWC) from promulgating orders authorizing twelve-hour work days, 
unless a twelve-hour work day is specifically authorized in 
statute for a particular industry. 
SB 1035 (Mello): Unemployment Insurance for Laid-Off Individuals 
Vetoed 
This bill would have extended unemployment benefits to 
individuals laid off due to plant closures, in cases where the 
employer provides a payment to the employee in lieu of providing 
a lay-off notice. Under current law, the "in lieu" payments are 
regarded as a wage, and thus reduce or eliminate the individual ' s 
unemployment benefits for the week in which the payment was made. 
* SB 1218 (Presley): Workers• Compensation Fraud 
Chapter 116 
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This bill increases the penalties for committing workers' 
compensation fraud. Specifically, the bill (1) increases civil 
and criminal penalties for running or capping for an attorney, 
(2) increases civil and criminal penalties for persons who 
fraudulently obtain workers' compensation insurance from the 
State Compensation Insurance Fund, and {3) prohibits the use of 
false or misleading advertising of workers' compensation-related 
services. The measure also establishes a State Fraud 
Investigation and Prosecution surcharge on employers, which will 
be used to fund increased enforcement activities through the 
Bureau of Fraudulent Claims. 
REVENUE AND TAXATION 
Consultant: John Decker 
Please Note: Local tax issues, including those concerning local 
sales tax authority and the property tax, are considered under 
"Local Government." This year, we have also included a section 
on legislation concerning SB 2557. Under the "Senate Bill 2557" 
section, we address issues concerning the property tax 
administration fee and the counties' new tax authorities. 
AB 28 (Klehs): Tax-Exempt Non-Profits May Not Discriminate 
Enrolled 
Bill conforms with federal law by denying non-profit tax status 
to clubs whose charter restricts membership. The provisions do 
not apply to fraternal orders or religious clubs. 
AB 30 (Murray): Alcohol Tax Increase 
Chapter 86 
Bill increases the alcohol tax rate in the following amounts: 
Prior Law AB 30 
Beer $.04 
Wine, 14% alcohol or less .01 
Wine, alcohol greater than 14% .02 
Distilled spirits (100 proof) 2.00 
Distilled spirits (+100 proof) 4.00 
These are the same rates contained in Proposition 126 (a 
legislative initiative which failed in the November 1990 
$.20 
.20 
.20 
3.30 
6.60 
election) • 
AB 399 (Gotch): Means Test for Renters• credit 
vetoed 
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Bill removes the recently-enacted means test on the renters' 
credit. As part of the 1991 budget compromise, the credit was 
temporarily {5 years) restricted to low- and moderate-income 
filers. 
AB 758 (Bates): Vehicle License Tax Increase 
Chapter 87 
AB 758 increases the tax imposed through the Vehicle License Fee. 
The VLF is the product of the vehicle's "market value", the 
depreciation rate, and the tax rate. The bill: 
1. Changes the depreciation schedule so that vehicles are 
taxed at a higher proportion of their original value. 
2. Imposes a temporary {8/1/91 to 7/30/92) 10% surcharge, 
thereby increasing the tax rate. 
3. Provides that when a used car is purchased, the 
used--rather than the original--purchase price is the 
vehicle's market value. 
The new revenues generated by this bill will finance a portion of 
realignment. Clean-up legislation: AB 31- Klehs {enrolled). 
AB 1451 (Hanniqan): Bank In-Lieu Tax Rate 
Enrolled 
Changes the formula for calculating the state bank tax. 
AB 1498 (Peace): Calexico Local Sales Tax 
Enrolled 
Authorizes the City of Calexico to impose a sales tax to finance 
its hospital district. The tax can only be levied if the city's 
voters approve the levy by a 2/3rds vote. 
AB 1547 (Mays): Sales Tax Exemption 
Enrolled 
Bill exempts from the sales tax food provided by private 
contractors at local jail/detention facilities. State cost 
estimate: $560,000/year. 
AB 1664 (Floyd): Income Tax credit for the Military 
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Senate Appropriations 
Bill extends until 1995-96 an income tax credit for income earned 
from military and national guard duty. Maximum credit is 
$40/year. 
AB 2181 (Vasconcellos): Sales Tax Rate Increase 
Chapter 85 
Bill increases the sales tax rate and base. Specifically: 
1. Rate Increases 
Permanent 1/2-cent increase in the state sales tax rate 
to finance realignment. 
1/4-cent increase in the state sales tax rate. 
Revenues deposited in General Fund. (Note: SB 169 
provides that this increase can be "triggered" off if 
reserves exceed 4% of General Fund appropriations for two 
consecutive years.) 
Temporary 1/2-cent increase in the state sales tax 
rate. Revenues deposited in the General Fund. Rate is 
turned off if reserve exceeds minimum amount or on 
1/1/94, whichever is earlier. 
2. Base Broadeners 
Candy and snack foods 
Bottled water 
Jet fuel 
Newspapers and periodicals (AB 23x and SB 89 repealed 
the tax on free newspapers and certain publications 
published by nonprofit organizations) 
"Bunker" fuel used by water common carriers. Under 
previous law, sales tax was imposed on the portion of 
the fuel that was consumed by the carrier between the 
purchase point and the first out-of-state stop. All 
fuel purchased in California, but consumed after the 
first out-of-state stop, known as "bunker" fuel, was 
exempt. 
AB 23x (Burton): Repeal of Sales Tax on Free Newspapers 
Enrolled 
Bill repeals, prospectively, the tax on free newspapers. See 
also SB 89. 
SB 89 (Kopp): Repeal of Sales Tax on Newspapers Published by 
certain Charitable organizations 
Enrolled 
In addition to repealing the tax on free newspapers (as done in 
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AB 23x {Burton), the bill exempts certain newspapers published by 
charitable or non-profit organizations. 
SB 169 (Alquist): Income and Bank and corporation Tax Changes 
Chapter 117 
The bill makes the following changes: 
1. Income Tax: 
--Selectively conforms state law with 1990 Federal income 
tax changes, including limiting itemized deductions and 
exemption credits for the wealthy. 
--Doubles {to 6%) the withholding rate on supplemental 
wages. 
--Requires taxpayers to make estimated tax payments on 
estates and trusts. 
--Raises the top rate to 10% for taxpayers with income of 
$100,000 {single) and $200,000 {joint), and 11% for 
taxpayers with income of $200,000 (single) and $400,000 
{joint). 
--Limits the renters' credit to taxpayers with income of 
less than $20,000 {single) and $40,000 (joint). (The 
Governor vetoed a subsequent measure, AB 399 - Gotch, 
which would have removed these limits.) 
2. Bank and Corporations Tax: 
--Extends sunset on net operating loss {NOL) carryover for 
5 years. Suspends NOL carryover for 1991 and 1992. 
--Extends research and development credit through 1996. 
3. Sales Tax: 1/4-cent of the state sales tax is "triggered" 
off based on the status of future reserves. 
SB 267 (Kopp): Repeal Sales Tax on Periodicals 
Senate Revenue and Taxation 
Bill repeals the tax on periodicals. 
SB 297 (Boatwright): Personal Income and Bank & Corporation Tax 
Rate Increases 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Bill increases the bank and corporations tax from 9.3% to 10%, 
and reduces the business meals tax deduction {from 80% to 70%). 
Additional revenue would be reserved for schools. Bill was one 
of several budget-balancing tax increases proposed. 
SB 571 (Bill): Sliding Rate on Bank In-Lieu Tax 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
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Bill provides that small banks and S&Ls shall be charged a 
proportionately smaller tax. 
SB 751 (Deddeh): Allocation of Propositions 108/111 Gas Revenues 
Chapter 444 
Bill revises the propositions' maintenance of effort 
requirements, thereby making it easier for cities and counties to 
qualify for the new gas tax revenues. 
SB 868 (Kopp): state Tax on Gasoline and Diesel 
Assembly Transportation 
Bill raises temporarily (until 1/1/94) the state excise tax on 
motor fuels. These funds are to be used for the Cypress and San 
Francisco viaducts and for seismic retrofit on bridges. 
GENERAL STATE GOVERNMENT 
consultant: John Decker 
AB 2 (Areias): Treasurer to Negotiate Financing for Data 
Processing Equipment Purchases 
senate Inactive 
Authorizes the Treasurers to seek financing for state purchases 
of data processing and telecommunications equipment. Currently 
the Department of General Services determines the need for the 
equipment, arranges financing and operates the equipment. 
AB 695 (Hayden): state Investments in Environmentally 
Responsible Corporations 
Enrolled 
Bill requires companies in which state trust funds are invested 
(such as retirement funds) to make disclosures about their 
environmental policies. Also authorizes the state to consider 
those policies when it votes its shares. 
SB 66/SB 67 (Presley): Claims Bill 
Chapter 332/Enrolled 
These bills appropriate funds for various adjudicated claims made 
against the state. 
SB 88 (Alquist): 1991-92 Budget Pl an 
conference 
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Bill was a conference vehicle for convening a two-house 
bipartisan conference committee on the state's 1991 spending 
plan. A series of public hearings were held to address the 
state's $14 billion budget gap. 
SB 805 and SB 1219 (Bergeson): Contracting out 
Chapters 314 and 313 
Bill provides greater flexibility for the state to contract for 
construction. Bill is double-joined with AB 915 (Eaves), Chapter 
305. 
SEISMIC 
Consultant: John Decker 
AB 1297 (Hughes): Museum of Science and Industry 
Senate Appropriations 
Bill appropriates $41 million for seismic retrofit. 
AB 1964 (Areias): Seismic Retrofit 
Enrolled 
Bill requires that all large state -owned, -leased, or -operated 
buildings which have unreinforced masonry to be vacated after 
1/1/2005. 
AB 1965 (Areias): Bonds for seismic Retrofit 
senate Floor 
Bill authorizes $475 million in general obligation bonds, subject 
to voter approval. Proceeds could be used to finance retrofit, 
reconstruction, and repair of state ($375 million) and local 
($100 million) government facilities. 
SB 125 (Hill): Earthquake Insurance 
Chapter 104 
Bill funds the initial program costs of the California 
Residential Earthquake Insurance Program. 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
consultant: John Decker 
AB 395 (Costa): Landscape and Lighting Act--Habitat Protection 
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Senate Appropriations 
Bill expands the use of the Act for maintaining and improving 
natural habitat. 
AB 476 (Costa): Hazardous waste Tax and Fee Revenue Excluded 
from Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Requirements 
Enrolled 
Bill excludes hazardous waste facility tax- and fee-revenues 
(including tipping fees) from Proposition 111's MOE requirements. 
AB 1002 (Chacon): School District Elections 
Enrolled 
Bill requires that most school districts have governing boards 
elected by single-member trustee areas if at least 1/4 of the 
district's ADA is an ethnic minority. 
AB 1637 (Brown): 1/4-Cent Sales Tax for "Educational Financing 
Authority" 
Enrolled 
Authorizes temporarily (through 1/1/93) a countywide tax increase 
for specified school purposes. 
AB 1930 (Farr): Local Tax Authority 
Enrolled 
AB 1930 authorizes countywide sales tax rate increase for 
specific programs. The new sales tax rate is authorized only 
after the temporary 1/2-cent state sales tax rate increase is 
"triggered" off. Bill is double-joined to AB 17x (Brown). 
AB 17x (Brown): Local Tax Authority 
Assembly Concurrence 
Bill authorizes the levy of a countywide sales tax for specific 
programs, including school programs. If the revenue is allocated 
to schools, the funds must be distributed on an equivalent 
per-ADA basis. Bill is double-joined to AB 1930 (Farr). 
AB 18x (Areias): Property Tax Relief for Drought Victims 
senate Floor 
Bill authorizes counties to defer 1991-92 property taxes for 
nonirrigated land under limited conditions. 
SB 63 (Kopp): Open Meetings 
Enrolled 
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The bill expands the Brown Act by, among other things, requiring 
a task force or advisory group to hold open meetings if two or 
more members are from the same legislative body. 
SB 82 (Kopp): Increase in Business Property Tax 
Senate Appropria tions 
Bill redefines when business/corporate property may be reassessed 
for purposes of property taxation {Prop. 13). Bill would require 
reassessment whenever 50% of a firm's stock (or other ownership 
interests) transferred. 
SB 95 (McCorquodale): Mobile Home Park Property Taxes 
Enrolled 
Bill allows deferral of capital gains when a park is sold. 
SB 147 (Thompson): Local Fiscal Relief 
Assembly Local Government 
Bill authorizes waivers of county cost-share requirements with 
the state potentially picking up a greater share of program 
costs. 
SB 167 (Deddeh): Reimbursement Rate Charged for Collection of 
Local Sales Tax 
Assembly Inactive 
Bill changes the reimbursement rate counties and cities pay. 
SB 174 (Alquist): Mandate Reimbursement 
Chapter 266 
Bill appropriates funds for reimbursements recommended by the 
Commission on State Mandates. 
SB 442 (Bergeson): Redevelopment 
Enrolled 
Bill expands the use of redevelopment law to provide a mechanism 
for dealing with parcels contaminated by hazardous waste andfor 
hazardous substances. 
SB 482 (Morgan): Sales Tax Authority for san Mateo county 
Chapter 369 
Bill authorizes the county to levy up to an additional 1/2-cent 
sales tax for specific purposes. Tax levy must conform with the 
vote requirements of Propositions 13, 4 and 62. 
SB 508 (L. Greene): Local Land Use 
Senate Appropriations 
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Bill requires a local agency that plans to develop real property 
to enter into a joint agreement with other local agencies. 
SB 628 (Maddy): Maintenance of Effort Requirements 
Senate Inactive 
Bill allows counties to apply for limited waivers of specified 
maintenance of effort requirements {including those applying to 
Proposition 99, Proposition 111 and Library Foundation grants). 
SB 1102 (Roberti): Mitigation of Local Impact of Defense 
Closures 
Senate Appropriations 
Bill appropriates funds to local governments for mitigating the 
impact of defense industry closures. 
SCA 8 (Hart): Tax Rate Increases for Schools 
Senate Inactive 
Authorizes the Legislature to: {1) Grant school districts the 
authority to override Proposition 13's tax rate cap, provided a 
majority of the district's voters approve the override, and {2) 
Provide that the tax proceeds would be outside of the district's 
Proposition 98 funding guarantee. 
SENATE BILL 2557 
Please Note: Senator Bergeson's Local Government Committee is 
holding an Interim hearing on SB 2557 with Assembly Local 
Government. The hearing, to discuss the legislative history, 
implementation and prospects for repeal/reform, is scheduled for 
November 7. 
SB 61 (Cecil Greene): Booking Fees 
Senate Judiciary 
Bill repeals the fee authority beginning in 1991-92. 
SB 76 (Beverly): Tax Administration Fee for No- and Low-Tax 
cities 
Enrolled 
Bill changes the method for calculating the property tax 
allocations for qualified cities. 
SB 828 (Boatwright): Repeal of SB 2557 
Assembly Floor 
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Bill is a vehicle for repeal of SB 2557. Late session amendments 
declare legislative intent for repeal. 
STATE TEACHERS/PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT 
' EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION 
consultant: John Decker 
AB 141 (Elder): Benefits for Transportation workers 
Enrolled 
Bill enhances the benefits provided industrial transportation 
workers. 
AB 291 (Floyd): Limiting Adverse Actions 
vetoed 
Bill imposes new requirements on employers seeking adverse 
actions against employees. 
AB 391 (Clute): Reinstatement and Disability Benefits 
vetoed 
Bill requires that if a person on PERS disability is determined 
to be fit for work, the person loses disability benefits when 
hefshe is reinstated to the job, not when (as under current law) 
the reinstatement is offered. This bill is seen as protection 
for the employee. Under current law, benefits may be withdrawn 
from an employee, but no job is available for the person. 
AB 702 (Frizzelle): Employee compensation 
Chapter 83 
This bill requires all new (non-safety miscellaneous and 
industrial) employees be enrolled in Tier 2. Unlike Tier 1, Tier 
2 does not require an employee contribution to the retirement 
fund. Tier 2 benefits are lower than Tier 1. In addition, it: 
- Directs DPA to develop, in conjunction with employee and 
retiree representatives, an optional "Tier 3" retirement 
plan. Tier 3 would provide enhanced benefits, and employees 
would finance the entire benefit enhancement. Employer 
contributions would remain the same as under Tier 2. 
- Replaces the temporary inflation protection program (known as 
IDDA/EPDA) with a permanent program. IDDA/EPDA provided up 
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to 80% inflation protection, but were expected to cease 
providing benefits within 10 years. The new inflation 
protection is permanently funded. Assuming annual inflation 
of about 5%, the new program will provide 75% inflation 
protection. 
- Establishes a state actuary independent of the PERS Board. 
The state actuary would advise the Governor and Legislature 
on setting the retirement contributions. 
NOTE: The Budget Act itself affected employee compensation by 
requiring a series of unallocated reductions and by reducing 
employer-paid health benefit contributions. 
AB 1435 (Elder): CCPOA Labor Agreement 
Ways and Means 
Bill ratifies the Memorandum of Understanding {MOU) bargained by 
the Administration with the California Correctional Officers and 
Police Officers Association {CCPOA). 
AB 1569 (Campbell): Loans of Employees to Other State Agencies 
Enrolled 
Bill limits to a maximum of two, rather than four, years the 
length of time an employee may be loaned. 
AB 2089 (Eaves): Forestry Disability Benefits Increased 
Enrolled 
Bill triples the benefits a forestry employee may receive for a 
disability resulting from burn injuries. 
SB 17 (Lockyer): Increasing Benefits for Justice court Judges 
senate Appropriations 
Bill provides retroactive benefits for justice court judges. 
SB 86 (Alquist): Benefits for supervisorial Employees 
senate Appropriations 
Bill increases the number of annual leave {vacation) days and the 
number of leave days which can be "cashed out" upon retirement. 
SB 262 (Dills): Limitations on contracting out 
Senate Appropriations 
Bill requires that contracts must save at least 15 percent, 
rather than current-law 10 percent, over the costs if state 
employees performed the work. Bill also prohibits the state from 
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contracting with any firm which pays its employees less than 90 
percent of state employee rates. 
SB 278 (Mello): School Employees• Death Benefit 
Appropria tions 
Bill increases death benefits for school employees who belong to 
PERS. 
SB 368 (Ayala): Safety Employees Benefits 
senate Appropriations 
Bill improves the kind and type of benefits that safety employees 
may negotiate. 
SB 391 (Hill): Death Benefits for PERS Employees 
Enrolled 
Bill extends beneficiaries' benefits to beneficiaries of state 
employees who die before the PERS minimum retirement age (age 
50) • 
SB 447 (Dills): Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Ways and Means 
Bill approves the 1991 collective bargaining agreement between 
the state and Unit 1 (CSEA). Bargaining has not been completed. 
SB 465 (Dills): Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Ways and Means 
Bill approves the 1991 collective bargaining agreement between 
the state and Unit 3 (CSEA). Bargaining has not been completed. 
SB 523 (Johnston): Prevailing Wages for Local Maintenance 
Enrolled 
Bill removes an exemption to the local prevailing wage 
requirements. Under current law, cities and counties must pay 
prevailing wage to all workers, except certain maintenance 
workers. This bill removes that exception. 
SB 707 (C. Green): state Financing for Retirees• Vision care 
senate Appropriations 
Bill provides a new health benefit to retired PERS employees by 
authorizing the state financing of vision care for retirees. 
SB 1162 (C. Green): Teachers• Disability Benefits 
senate Appropriations 
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Bill improves the disability benefits for teachers participating 
in STRS. 
SB 1173 (C. Green): Extend "Final Year compensation" Benefit 
senate Appropriations 
Bill extends the benefit granted to PERS employees last year to 
specified STRS employees. 
SB 1175 (C. Green): Collective Bargaining Agreement 
ways and Means 
Bill approves the 1991 collective bargaining agreement between 
the state and Unit 4 (CSEA). Bargaining has not been completed. 
SB 1193 (C. Green): Safety Benefit Increased 
senate Appropriations 
Bill increases the maximum local safety benefit from 75% to 80% 
of final salary. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Consultant: John Decker 
AB 298 (Clute): Local Funds To Help Finance Highway Projects 
Chapter 312 
Bill authorizes cities and counties to enter agreements with the 
state to use local funds to finance early development and 
construction of highway projects. The projects must be scheduled 
in the 7-year state highway plan. The state reimburses the city 
and county for its costs at a later date. The bill, in effect, 
expedites the development and construction of projects by using 
local money for "upfront" money. 
AB 1069 (Floyd): Sales of Century Freeway surplus Property 
vetoed 
Bill requires CalTrans to sell certain surplus property to the 
City of Hawthorne. 
SB 210 (Kopp): Surcharges on Bay Area Bridges 
conference 
Bill authorizes a $1 increase tolls on the Bay, Dumbarton and San 
Mateo bridges. 
SB 393 (Craven): Construction Noise Abatement for Schools 
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Chapter 393 
Bill authorizes the use of state highway money for abating 
construction noise around schools. 
SB 395 (Morgan): social security Numbers and Drivers• Licenses 
Enrolled 
Bill requires that driver's license and vehicle registration 
applicants supply DMV with their social security number. 
SB 460 (Killea): Borrowing Against Future Transportation 
Revenues 
Chapter 195 
Bill allows the state to secure debt with future highway revenues 
for the purpose of expediting seismic retrofit projects. 
SB 557 (C. Green): Volunteers Banned from Adopt-a-Highway 
senate Appropriations 
Currently, when an organization agrees to pick up litter on state 
freeways, it may use its employees or volunteers. It may also 
contract with a third-party firm which will maintain the highway 
for the adopting organization. This bill requires that the 
pick-up be done by unpaid volunteers or by CalTrans workers. 
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 
consultant: John Decker 
AB 2 (Brown): Regional Government 
senate Local Government 
Bill establishes regional governments for each part of the state 
and provides financing authority. 
AB 76 (Farr): Regional Planning 
senate Local Government 
Bill provides for a growth management program through improved 
regional planning. 
AB 434 (Bergeson): Voluntary Growth Management Program 
Assembly Local Government 
Bill establishes a comprehensive growth management program based 
on state action and voluntary regional collaboration. 
SB 797 (Morgan): Bay Area Management Plan 
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Assembly Local Government 
Bill is a regional government plan that applies just to the Bay 
Area. 
SB 907 (McCorquodale): Reqional Government 
senate Appropriations 
Bill authorizes the creation of two regional governments, one in 
the Bay Area and one in Southern California. Bill grants tax, 
fee and bonding authority to the regional government. The 
regional governments would have authority over transportation, 
water quality, open space, schools and housing. 
SB 929 (Presley): Reqional Planninq 
Assembly Local Government 
Bill enacts a comprehensive growth management program, requiring 
state, regional and subregional plans. 
HOUSING 
consultant: Decker 
AB 114 (Hauser): Aqency to Administer Home Loan Insurance 
Appropriations 
Bill creates a new, independent authority to administer a home 
loan insurance and loan-loss guarantee program. 
SB 593 (Roberti): Bousinq Bonds 
Assembly Bousinq and Community Development 
Bill authorizes a $500 million General Obligation bond issue on 
the June 1992 ballot. The proceeds would be used for existing 
programs. A new program, for improving migrant housing, is 
added. 
INSURANCE 
Consultant: John Decker 
AB 744: Fraudulent Insurance Claims 
Senate Inactive 
Bill establishes an LA County-based pilot project for 
investigating auto fraud. It assesses a fee to finance the 
pilot. 
SB 122 (Robbins): Auto Theft Fee 
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Ways and Means 
Bill imposes an annual 10-centfvehicle fee on each policy, to 
capitalize a theft-reward fund. 
ELECTIONS/POLITICAL REFORM ACT 
Consultant: John Decker 
AB 979 (Bates): Voter Registration at DMV 
senate Appropriations 
Bill requires DMV to ask vehicle registrants if they are 
registered to vote. DMV is also to provide voter registration 
materials. 
AB 1834 (Brown): Redistrict Maps Distributed 
Enrolled 
Bill requires the Secretary of state to provide redistricted maps 
to California's elected officials. 
SCA 6 (Lockyer): vote Requirements on the Budget 
Assembly Elections 
Amendment reduces the vote requirements to a majority vote. 
